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Abstract
As learning solutions reach critical applications in social, industrial, and medical
domains, the need to curtail their behavior becomes paramount. There is now
ample evidence that without explicit tailoring, learning can lead to biased, unsafe,
and prejudiced solutions. To tackle these problems, we develop a generalization
theory of constrained learning based on the probably approximately correct (PAC)
learning framework. In particular, we show that imposing requirements does not
make a learning problem harder in the sense that any PAC learnable class is also
PAC constrained learnable using a constrained counterpart of the empirical risk
minimization (ERM) rule. For typical parametrized models, however, this learner
involves solving a non-convex optimization program for which even obtaining
a feasible solution may be hard. To overcome this issue, we prove that under
mild conditions the empirical dual problem of constrained learning is also a PAC
constrained learner that now leads to a practical constrained learning algorithm.
We analyze the generalization properties of this solution and use it to illustrate how
constrained learning can address problems in fair and robust classification.
1 Introduction
Learning has become a core component of the modern information systems we increasingly rely upon
to select job candidates, analyze medical data, and control “smart” applications (home, grid, city). As
these systems become ubiquitous, so does the need to curtail their behavior. Left untethered, they
can fail catastrophically as evidenced by the growing number of reports involving biased, prejudiced
models or systems prone to tampering (e.g., adversarial examples), unsafe behaviors, and deadly
accidents [1–6]. Typically, learning is constrained by using domain expert knowledge to either
construct models that embed the required properties (see, e.g., [7–13]) or tune the training objective
so as to promote them (see, e.g., [14–17]). The latter approach, known as regularization, is ubiquitous
in practice even though it need not yield feasible solutions [18]. In fact, existing results from classical
learning theory guarantee generalization with respect to the regularized objective, which says nothing
about meeting requirements it may describe [19, 20]. While the former approach guarantees that the
solution meets the requirements, the scale and opacity of modern machine learning (ML) systems
render this model design impractical.
Since ML models are often trained using empirical risk minimization (ERM), an alternative solution
is to explicitly add constraints to these optimization problems. Since requirements are often expressed
as constraints in the first place, this approach overcomes the need to tune regularization parameters.
What it more, any solution automatically satisfies the requirements. Nevertheless, this approach
suffers from two fundamental drawbacks. First, its involves solving a constrained optimization
problem that is non-convex for typical parametrizations (e.g., neural networks). Though gradient
descent can often be used to obtain good minimizers for differentiable models, it does not guarantee
constraint satisfaction. Indeed, there is typically no straightforward way to project onto the feasibility
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set (e.g., the set of fair classifiers) and strong duality need not hold for non-convex programs [18].
Second, even if we could solve this constrained ERM, the issue remains of how its solutions generalize
since classical learning theory is involved with unconstrained problems [19, 20].
In this work, we address these issues in two steps. We begin by formalizing the concept of constrained
learning using the probably approximately correct (PAC) framework. We prove that any hypothesis
class that is unconstrained learnable is constrained learnable and that the constrained counterpart
of the ERM rule is a PAC constrained learner. Hence, we establish that, from a learning theoretic
perspective, constrained learning is as hard as unconstrained (classical) learning. This, however,
does not resolve the practical issue of learning under requirements due to the non-convexity of the
constrained ERM problem. To do so, we proceed by deriving an empirical saddle-point problem
that is a (representation-independent) PAC constrained learner. We show that its approximation
error depends on the richness of the parametrization and the difficulty of satisfying the learning
constraints. Finally, we put forward practical constrained learning algorithm that we use to illustrate
how constrained learning can address problems involving fairness and robustness.
2 Related work
Central to ML is the concept of ERM in which statistical quantities are replaced by their empirical
counterparts, thus allowing learning problems to be solved from data, without prior knowledge of its
underlying distributions. The set of conditions under which this is a sensible approach is known in
learning theory as (agnostic) PAC learnability. More generally, the PAC framework formalizes what
it means to solve a statistical learning problem and studies when it can be done [19–22].
The objects studied in (PAC) learning theory, however, are unconstrained statistical learning problem.
Yet, there is a growing need to enable learning under constraints to tackle problems in fairness [23–
29], robustness [30–32], safety [33–37], and semi-supervised learning [38–40], to name a few. While
constraints have been used in statistics since Neyman-Pearson [41], generalization guarantees for
constrained learning have been studied only in specific contexts, e.g., for coherence constraints or
rate-constrained learning [23, 25, 29, 42]. Due to the non-convexity of typical learning problems,
however, many of these results hold for randomized solutions, e.g., [23, 25, 27, 29]. In contrast,
this work puts forward a formal constrained learning framework in which generalization results are
derived for deterministic learners. A first step in that direction was taken in [43], albeit from an
optimization perspective. Additionally, it does not account for pointwise constraints, fundamental
in the context of fairness, or provide a practical, guaranteed constrained learning algorithm (as in
Sec. 5.2).
Due to these issues, learning under requirements is often tackled using regularization, i.e., by
integrating a fixed cost for violating the constraints into the training objective (see, e.g., [15–17, 31,
44, 45]). Selecting these costs, however, can be challenging, especially as the number of constraints
grows. In fact, their values often depend on the problem instance, the objective value, and can interact
in non-trivial ways [46–50]. In the case of convex optimization problems, a straightforward relation
between constraints and regularization costs can be obtained due to strong duality. A myriad of primal-
dual methods can then be used to obtain optimal, feasible solutions [51]. However, most modern
parametrizations (e.g., CNNs) lead to non-convex programs for which a regularized formulation need
not yield feasible solutions, all the more so good ones [18]. While primal-dual algorithms have been
used in practice, no guarantees can be given for their outcome in general [30, 32, 52, 53].
3 Constrained Learning
LetDi, i = 0, . . . ,m+q, denote unknown probability distributions over the space of data pairs (x, y),
with x ∈ X ⊂ Rd and y ∈ Y ⊂ R. For a hypothesis class H of functions φ : X → Rk, define the
generic constrained learning problem to be
P ? = min
φ∈H
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)]
subject to E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φ(x), y
)] ≤ ci, i = 1, . . . ,m,
`j
(
φ(x), y
) ≤ cj Dj-a.e., j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q,
(P-CSL)
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where `i : Rk × Y → R are performance metrics. In general, we think of D0 as a nominal
joint distribution over data pairs (x, y) corresponding to feature vectors x and responses y. The
additional Di can be used to model different conditional distributions over which requirements are
imposed either on average, through the losses `i, i ≤ m, or pointwise, through the losses `j , j > m.
Note that the unconstrained version of (P-CSL), namely
P ?U = min
φ∈H
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)]
, (PI)
is at the core of virtually all of modern machine learning [20, 54].
Before tackling if and how we can learn under constraints, i.e., whether we can solve (P-CSL), we
illustrate what constrained learning can enable. To make the discussion concrete, we present two
constrained formulations of the learning problems we solve in Sec. 6.
Invariance and fair learning. Constrained learning is a natural way to formulate learning problems
in which invariance is required. Consider a model φ whose output is a discrete distribution over k
possible classes. Then, (P-CSL) can be used to write
minimize
φ∈H
E(x,y)∼D
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)]
subject to E(x,y)∼D
[
DKL
(
φ(x) ‖φ(ρ(x))] ≤ c, (PII)
where ρ is an input transformation we wish the model to be invariant to and c > 0 determines the
level of insensitivity. Formulation (PII) can be extended trivially to multiple transformations (see
Sec. 6). When the average invariance in (PII) is not be enough, a stricter, pointwise requirement can
be imposed, namely by using
DKL
(
φ(x, z) ‖φ(x, 1− z)) ≤ c D-a.e.. (1)
For instance, fairness can be seen as a form of invariance in which ρ induces an alternative distribution
of a certain protected variable (e.g., a gender change) [23–26, 28, 29]. In this case, the constraint
in (PII) is related to the average causal effect (ACE) and (1) to counterfactual fairness [24]. While
fairness goes beyond invariance, our goal is not to litigate the merit of any fairness metrics, but to
show how constrained learning may provide a natural way to encode them.
Robust learning. Another issue affecting ML models, especially CNNs, is robustness. It is
straightforward to construct small input perturbations that lead to misclassification and there are
now numerous methods to do so [30–32, 44, 52, 53, 55]. While adversarial training has empir-
ically been shown to improve robustness, they often result in classifiers with poor nominal per-
formance [30, 31, 44, 52, 53, 55]. In [32], a constrained formulation involving an upper bound
on the worst-case error was used to tackle this issue. Similarly, we can address this compromise
using (P-CSL) by writing
minimize
φ∈H
E(x,y)∼D
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)]
subject to E(x,y)∼A
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)] ≤ c (PIII)
where A is an adversarial data distributions. What is more, we can soften the worst-case requirements
of robust optimization by taking A | ε to be a distribution of adversarials with perturbation at most ε
and pose a prior on ε (e.g., an exponential). This results in classifiers whose performance degrades
smoothly with the perturbation magnitude. The theory and algorithms developed in this work give
generalization guarantees on solutions of this problem obtained using samples of A, which can be
accessed based on, e.g., adversarial attacks (Sec. 6).
4 Probably Approximately Correct Constrained Learning
While (P-CSL) clearly addresses many of the issues discussed in Sec. 1, we cannot expect to solve it
exactly without access to the Di against which expectations are evaluated. Additionally, solving the
variational (P-CSL) is challenging unlessH is finite. In this section, we address the first matter by
settling, as in classical learning theory, on obtaining a good enough solution (Sec. 4.1). We then show
that these solutions are not “harder” to get in constrained learning than they were in unconstrained
learning (Sec. 4.2). We then proceed to tackle the algorithmic challenges by deriving and analyzing a
practical constrained learning algorithm (Sec. 5.2).
3
4.1 From PAC to PACC
Let us begin by defining what it means to learn under constraints. To do so, we start by looking at the
unconstrained case, which is addressed in learning theory under the PAC framework [19–22].
Definition 1 (PAC learnability). A hypothesis class H is (agnostic) probably approximately cor-
rect (PAC) learnable if for every , δ ∈ (0, 1) and every distributionD0, a φ† ∈ H can be obtained
from N ≥ NH(, δ) samples of D0 such that E
[
`0
(
φ†(x), y
)] ≤ P ?U +  with probability 1− δ.
A classical result states that H is PAC learnable if and only if it has finite VC dimension and that
the φ† from Def. 1 can be obtained by solving an ERM problem [19, 20]. This is, however, not
enough to enable constrained learning since the a PAC φ† may not be feasible for (P-CSL). In fact,
feasibility often takes priority over performance in constrained learning problems. For instance,
regardless of how good a fair classifier is, it serves no “fair” purpose in practice unless it meets
fairness requirements [see, e.g., (PII)]. These observations lead us to the following definition.
Definition 2 (PACC learnability). A hypothesis class H is probably approximately correct con-
strained (PACC) learnable if for every , δ ∈ (0, 1) and every distribution Di, i = 0, . . . ,m + q,
a φ† ∈ H can be obtained based N ≥ NH(, δ) samples from each Di such that it is
1) probably approximately optimal, i.e.,
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ†(x), y
)] ≤ P ? + , with prob. 1− δ, and (2)
2) probably approximately feasible, i.e.,
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φ†(x), y
) ≤ bi + , with prob. 1− δ, (3a)
`j
(
φ†(x), y
) ≤ bj , for all (x, y) ∈ Kj , with prob. 1− δ, (3b)
where Kj ⊆ X × Y are sets of Dj measure at least 1− .
Note that every PACC learnable class is also PAC learnable since it satisfies (2). However, a PACC
learner must also meet the probably approximate feasibility conditions in (3). The additional “C” in
PACC is used to remind ourselves of this fact. Next, we show that the converse is also true, i.e., that
PAC and PACC learning are equivalent problems.
4.2 PACC Learning is as Hard as PAC Learning
Having formalized what we mean by constrained learning (Sec. 4.1), we turn to the issue of when
it can be done. To do so, we follow the unconstrained learning lead and put forward an empirical
constrained risk minimization (ECRM) rule using Ni samples (xni , yni) ∼ Di, namely
Pˆ ? = min
φ∈H
1
N0
N0∑
n0=1
`0
(
φ(xn0), yn0
)
subject to
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
φ(xni), yni
) ≤ ci, i = 1, . . . ,m
`j
(
φ(xnj ), ynj
) ≤ cj , for all nj , j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q.
(P-ECRM)
Notice that (P-ECRM) is a constrained version of the classical ERM problem that is ubiquitous in
the solution of unconstrained learning problems [20, 54]. The next theorem shows that, under mild
assumptions on the losses, ifH is PAC learnable, then it is PACC learnable using (P-ECRM).
Theorem 1. Let the `i, i = 0, . . . ,m + q, be bounded on X . The hypothesis class H is PACC
learnable if and only if it is PAC learnable and (P-ECRM) is a PACC learner of H. Explicitly,
let dH <∞ be the VC dimension ofH. If N ≥ Cζ−1(, δ, dH), for an absolute constant C and
ζ−1(, δ, d) =
d+ log(1/δ)
2
, (4)
then any solution φˆ? of (P-ECRM) is a PACC solution of (P-CSL).
4
Proof. See Appendix A.
Theorem 1 shows that, from a learning theoretic point-of-view, constrained learning is as hard as
unconstrained learning. Not only that, but notice the sample complexity of constrained described
by (4) matches that of PAC learning [19, 20]. It is therefore not surprising that a constrained version of
ERM is a PACC learner. A similar result appeared in [26] for a particular rate constraint and not in the
context of PACC learning. Still, solving (P-ECRM) remains challenging. Indeed, while it addresses
the statistical issue of (P-CSL), it remains, in most practical cases, an infinite dimensional (functional)
problem. This issue is often addressed by leveraging a finite dimensional parametrization of (a
subset of) the H, such as a kernel model or a (C)NN. Explicitly, we associate to each parameter
vector θ ∈ Rp a function fθ ∈ H, replacing (P-ECRM) by
Pˆ ?θ = min
θ∈Rp
1
N0
N0∑
n0=1
`0
(
fθ(xn0), yn0
)
subject to
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(xni), yni
) ≤ ci, i = 1, . . . ,m
`j
(
fθ(xnj ), ynj
) ≤ cj , for all nj , j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q.
(PIV)
Even if (P-ECRM) is a convex program in φ, (PIV) typically is not a convex program in θ (except,
e.g., if the losses are convex and fθ is a linear in θ). This issue also arises in unconstrained learning
problems, but is exacerbated by the presence of constraints. Though it is sometimes possible to find
good approximate minimizers of `0 using, e.g., gradient descent rules [56–60], even obtaining a
feasible θ may be challenging. Indeed, although good CNN classifiers can be trained using gradient
descent, obtaining a good fair/robust classifier is considerably harder. Regularized formulations are
often used to sidestep this issue by incorporating a linear combination of the constraints into the
objective and solving the resulting unconstrained problem [15–17, 31, 44, 45]. Nevertheless, whereas
the generalization guarantees of classical learning theory apply to this modified objective, they say
nothing of the requirements it describes. Since strong duality need not hold for the non-convex (PIV),
this procedure need not be PACC (Def. 2) and may lead to solutions that are either infeasible or
whose performance is unacceptably poor [18].
While no formal connection can be drawn between (PIV) and its regularized formulation, its dual
problem turns out to be related to (P-CSL). In the sequel, we prove that it provides (near-)PACC solu-
tions for (P-CSL) with an approximation error in (2) that depends on the richness of the parametrized
class P and how strict the learning constraints are (Sec. 5.1). In fact, we show that it is a (near-)PACC
learner even if P is PAC learnable butH is not. Based on this result, we obtain a practical constrained
learning algorithm (Sec. 5.2) that we use to solve the problems formulated in Sec. 3.
5 A (Near-)PACC Learning Algorithm
In this section, we derive a practical constrained learning algorithm by first analyzing the dual problem
of (PIV) (Sec. 5.1) and then proposing an algorithm to solve it (Sec. 5.2). Although we know this dual
problem is not related to (PIV), we prove that it is related directly to the original constrained learning
problem (P-CSL) by showing it is a PACC learner except for an approximation error determined by
the quality of the parametrization. We formalize this concept as follows:
Definition 3 (Near-PACC learnability). A classH is (near-)PACC learnable through the class P if
there exists an 0 > 0 such that for every , δ ∈ (0, 1) and every distributionDi, i = 0, . . . ,m+ q, a
probably approximately feasible φ† ∈ P [viz. (3)] can be obtained based on N ≥ NP(, δ) samples
from each Di and E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ†(x), y
)] ≤ P ? + 0 +  with probability 1− δ.
In Def. 3, 0 characterizes the approximation error. In contrast to unconstrained learning, however,
this error cannot be separated from the learning problem due to the constraints. Still, it is fixed, i.e.,
it is independent of the sample set, and affects neither the sample complexity nor the constraint
satisfaction. Hence, the parametrized constrained learner sacrifices optimality, but not feasibility,
which remains dependent only on the number of samples N (Def. 2). Finally, observe that the
sample complexity does not depend on the original hypothesis classH, but on the parametrized P .
Near-PACC is therefore related to representation-independent learning [20].
5
5.1 The Empirical Dual Problem of (P-CSL)
We begin by analyzing the gap between (P-CSL) and its (parametrized) empirical dual problem.
Define the (parametrized) empirical Lagrangian of (P-CSL) as
Lˆ(θ,µ,λj) =
1
N0
N0∑
n0=1
`0
(
fθ(xn0), yn0
)
+
m∑
i=1
µi
[
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(xni), yni
)− ci]
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
 1
Nj
Nj∑
nj=1
λj,nj
(
`j
(
fθ(xnj ), ynj
)− cj)
 , (5)
where µ ∈ Rm+ collects the dual variables µi relative to the average constraints and λj ∈ RNj+
collects the dual variables λj,nj relative to the j-th pointwise constraint. The empirical dual problem
of (P-CSL) is then written as
Dˆ? = max
µ∈Rm+ , λj∈R
Nj
+
min
θ∈Rp
Lˆ(θ,µ,λj), (D̂-CSL)
Note that (D̂-CSL) is the dual problem of the parametrized ECRM (PIV). However, due to its
non-convexity, its holds only that Dˆ? ≤ Pˆ ?θ and, in general, a saddle-point of (D̂-CSL) is not related
to a solution of (PIV) [18]. Still, (D̂-CSL) can be related directly to (P-CSL), which is why we refer
to it as its empirical dual. This relation obtains under the following assumptions:
Assumption 1. The losses `i(·, y), i = 0, . . . ,m + q, are [0, B]-valued, M -Lipschitz, convex
functions for all y ∈ Y .
Assumption 2. The hypothesis class H is convex, the parametrized P = {fθ | θ ∈ Rp} ⊆ H
is PAC learnable, and there is ν > 0 such that for each φ ∈ H there exists fθ ∈ P for
which supx∈X |fθ(x)− φ(x)| ≤ ν.
Assumption 3. There exists θ′ ∈ Rp such that fθ′ is strictly feasible for (P-CSL) with constraints ci−
Mν and cj −Mν and for each datasets S =
{
(xni , yni)
}
i=0,...,m+q
there exists a θ′′ that is strictly
feasible for (PIV).
In contrast to the unconstrained learning setting or the ECRM result in Theorem 1, we require that the
losses `i and the hypothesis classH be convex. This, however, does not imply that (D̂-CSL) or (PIV)
are convex problems since `i(fθ(x), y) need not be convex in θ. Additionally, only the parametrized
class P is required to be PAC learnable. Hence, H can be the space of continuous functions or a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) and fθ can be a neural network [61–63] or a finite linear
combinations of kernels [64, 65], both of which meet the uniform approximation assumption. This
assumption can also be relaxed in the absence of pointwise constraints (Remark 1). Assumption 3
guarantees that the problem is well-posed, i.e., a feasible solution for (P-CSL) can be found in P .
The main result of this section is collected in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let dP be the VC dimension of P . Under Assumptions 1–3, (D̂-CSL) is a near-PACC
learner ofH with NP = Cζ−1(, δ, dP), for an absolute constant C and ζ−1 as in (4), and
0 =
(
1 +
∥∥µ?p∥∥1 + ∥∥λ?p∥∥L1)Mν, (6)
where (µ?p,λ
?
p) are dual variables of (P-CSL) with constraints ci −Mν for i = 1, . . . ,m+ q.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Thus, the approximation error incurred by using the parametrization fθ is affected by (i) the difficulty
of the learning problem and (ii) the richness of the parametrization. Indeed, under Assumptions 1–3,
(P-CSL) is a strongly dual functional problem whose dual variables have a well-known sensitivity
interpretation [66, Sec. 5.6]. So the bracketed quantity in (6) quantifies how stringent the learning
constraints are in terms of how much performance could be gained by relaxing them. In addition, 0
is affected by the approximation capability ν of the parametrization. Since better parametrizations
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Algorithm 1 Primal-dual near-PACC learner
1: Initialize: θ(0) = 0, µ(0) = 1, λ(0)j = 1
2: for t = 1, . . . , T
3: Obtain θ(t−1) such that Lˆ
(
θ(t−1),µ(t−1),λ(t−1)j
)
≤ min
θ∈Rp
Lˆ
(
θ,µ(t−1),λ(t−1)j
)
+ ρ
4: Update dual variables
µ
(t)
i =
[
µ
(t−1)
i + η
(
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(t−1)(xni), yni
)− ci)]
+
λ
(t)
j,nj
=
[
λ
(t−1)
j,nj
+
η
Nj
(
`j
(
fθ(t−1)(xnj ), ynj
)− cj)]
+
5: end
typically involve more parameters, which in turn affects the VC dimension ofP , a typical compromise
between the approximation error and complexity arises. For small sample sets, the generalization
error in Def. 3 is dominated by the estimation error , which improves for lower complexity classes.
If there is abundance of data or the learning requirements are particularly stringent, the approximation
error 0 dominates and more accurate, even if more complex, parametrizations should be used.
Remark 1. When the constrained learning problem has no pointwise constraints (q = 0 in (P-CSL)),
Assumption 2 can be relaxed from a uniform to a total variation approximation. Explicitly, Theorem 1
holds if for each φ ∈ H there exist θ ∈ Rp such that E(x,y)∼Di
[|fθ(x)− φ(x)|] ≤ ν for all i.
5.2 A Primal-Dual near-PACC Learner
We now proceed to introduce a practical algorithm to solve (D̂-CSL) based on a (sub)gradient-based
primal-dual method. To do so, start by noting that the outer maximization is a convex optimization
program. Indeed, the dual function dˆ(µ,λj) = minθ Lˆ(θ,µ,λj) is the pointwise minimum of a set
of affine functions and is therefore always concave [18]. Additionally, its (sub)gradients can be easily
computed by evaluating the constraint slacks at the minimizer of Lˆ [51, Ch. 3]. Hence, the main
challenge in (D̂-CSL) is the inner minimization.
Despite the Lagrangian (5) often being non-convex in θ, (D̂-CSL) is an unconstrained optimization
problem. Hence, contrary to (PIV), it is often the case that good minimizers can be found, especially
for differentiable losses and parametrizations (i.e., most common ML models). For instance, there
is ample empirical and theoretical evidence that gradient descent can learn to good parameters for
(C)NNs [56–60]. In that vein, we thus assume that we have access to the following oracle:
Assumption 4. There exists an oracle θ†(µ,λj) and ρ > 0 such that Lˆ
(
θ†(µ,λj),µ,λj
) ≤
minθ Lˆ
(
θ,µ,λj
)
+ ρ for all µ ∈ Rm+ and λj ∈ RNj+ , j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q.
Assumption 4 essentially states that we are able to (approximately) train regularized unconstrained
learners using the parametrization fθ . We can alternate between minimizing the Lagrangian (5) with
respect to θ for fixed (µ,λj) and updating the dual variables using the resulting minimizer. This
procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1 and analyzed in the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Fix β > 0 and consider Algorithm 1 with at least Cζ−1(, δ, dP) samples from eachDj ,
where C is an absolute constant, ζ−1 is as in (4), and dP is the VC dimension of P . Under
Assumptions 1–4, Algorithm 1 converges to the neighborhood
P ? − ρ− β − ηS −  ≤ Lˆ
(
θ(T ),µ(T ),λ
(T )
j
)
≤ P ? + ρ+ 0 +  (7)
with probability 1− δ after at most T = O(1/β) for 0 as in (6) and S = O
(
B2
)
.
Proof. See Appendix C.
Theorem 3 bounds the suboptimality of Algorithm 1 with respect to the original learning prob-
lem (P-CSL). The size of this neighborhood depends polynomially on 0, , the oracle quality ρ,
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and the step size η. The number of iterations needed to reach this neighborhood is inversely pro-
portional to the desired accuracy β. It is worth noting that this result applies to the deterministic
outputs (θ(T ),µ(T ),λ(T )j ) of Algorithm 1 after convergence and not to a randomized solution ob-
tained by sampling from (θ(t),µ(t),λ(t)j ), t = 0, . . . , T as in [23, 25, 29].
Underlying the oracle in Assumption 4 is often an iterative procedure, e.g., gradient descent, and
the cost of running this procedure until convergence to obtain an approximate minimizer can be
prohibitive. A common option then is to alternately update the primal variable θ(t) and the dual
variables (µ(t),λ(t)j ). This primal-dual method leads in fact to a classical convex optimization
algorithm [67]. While the convergence guarantee of Theorem 3 no longer holds in this case, we
observe good results by performing the primal and dual updates at different timescales, e.g., by
performing step 3 once per epoch. This is exactly what we do in the next section where we illustrate
the usefulness of this constrained learner.
6 Numerical experiments
Due to space constraints, we only provide highlights of the results obtained for the problems from
Sec. 3. For more details and additional experiments, see Appendix D.
Invariance and fair learning. In the Adult dataset [68], our goal is to predict whether an individual
makes more than US$ 50,000.00 while being insensitive to gender. If left unconstrained, a small,
one-hidden layer NN would change predictions on around 8% of the test samples had their genders
been reversed. When constrained using the pointwise (1), the classifier becomes insensitive to
the protected variable in over 99% of the test set. In such simple cases, invariant classifiers can
be easily obtained by masking the training samples, although it can bring fairness issues of its
own [26, 69]. But Algorithm 1 provides more than an invariant classifier. Due to the bound on the
duality gap between (P-CSL) and (D̂-CSL), the dual variables have a sensitivity interpretation: the
larger their value, the harder the constraint is to satisfy [18]. If we analyze the 20% of individuals with
largest λ, we find that a significantly higher prevalence of married individuals, non-white, and non-US
natives. Clearly, while attempting to control for gender invariance, the constrained learner also had to
overcome other prejudices correlated to sexism, a well-known challenge in fair classification [27].
Robust learning. In this illustration, we use Algorithm 1 to train a ResNet18 [70] to classify images
from the FMNIST dataset [71]. Samples from the “adversarial distribution” in (PIII) are obtained
using the PGD attack [30]. Left unconstrained, the classifier has over 93% test accuracy but fails
to correctly classify any sample if perturbations as small as 0.04 are allowed. If the classifier is
constrained as in (PIII) for an adversarial distribution induced by perturbations of this magnitude,
its nominal accuracy reduces to 88%, but its adversarial accuracy becomes 85%. The performance
degradation at higher levels, however, is abrupt: its accuracy drops to 9% for 0.08-sized perturbations.
Increasing the adversarial level during training only further reduces the nominal accuracy, which
drops to 84% to guarantee 76% accuracy at 0.08, but only 17% at 0.12. As we argued before,
smoother performance degradations can be obtained by training against a distribution of magnitudes.
Doing so yields nominal accuracies of 87% with adversarial accuracies of 82% at 0.04, 75% at 0.08,
and 67% at 0.12, and 42% at 0.14.
7 Conclusion
We put forward a theory of learning under requirements by extending the PAC framework to con-
strained learning. We then prove that unconstrained and constrained learnability are equivalent by
showing that a constrained version of the classical ERM rule is a PACC learner. To overcome the
challenges in solving the optimization problem underlying this learner, we derive an alternative learner
based on a parametrized empirical dual problem. We show that its approximation error is related to
the richness of the parametrization as well as the difficulty of meeting the learning constraint and use
it to propose a practical algorithm to learn under requirements. We expect that these generalization
results can be used to theoretically ground techniques used in practice to address constrained learning
problems beyond the fairness and robustness examples provided. We also believe that these results
can be extended to non-convex losses using recent results on the strong duality of certain variational
problems [72].
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Broader Impact
As learning becomes an ubiquitous technological solution and begins to affect real societal impact,
its shortcomings become more evident. A growing number of reports show that its solutions can
be prejudiced and prone to tampering or unsafe behaviors [1–6]. Constrained learning allows
requirements to be imposed during learning, so that the models and solutions obtained are guaranteed
to behave in the desired way despite being learned fully from data. This work provides a framework
under which to study learning under requirements and shows how and when it can be done. By
providing generalization guarantees on the solutions, it enables learning to be used in critical
applications in which there is little tolerance for failure. Naturally, solutions learned under constraints
are not necessarily safe or fair. How the learning problem is formulated, i.e., which constraints are
imposed, play a definite role on these outcomes and policies determining such requirements can
be (and indeed are [73–75]) important sources of biases.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
Start by noticing from the definition of PACC learnability [more specifically, from (2) in Def. 2] that
any PACC learnable classH is necessarily PAC learnable.
To prove the converse, recall that ifH is PAC learnable, thenH has finite VC dimension [19, Sec. 3.4].
More precisely, for N > Cζ−1(, δ, dH), where C is an absolute constant and ζ−1 is as in (4), and
any bounded function g it holds with probability 1− δ that∣∣∣∣∣E(x,y)∼D[g(φ(x), y)]− 1N
N∑
n=1
g
(
φ(xn), yn
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤  (8)
for all function φ ∈ H, distributions D, and samples (xn, yn) ∼ D. Now, let φˆ? be a solution
of (P-ECRM). From (8) and the boundedness hypothesis on `0, we immediately obtain that φˆ? is
probably approximately optimal as in (2). Additionally, φˆ? must be feasible for (P-ECRM). Hence,
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
φˆ?(xni), yni
) ≤ ci, for i = 1, . . . ,m, and (9a)
`j
(
φˆ?(xnj ), ynj
) ≤ cj , for all nj = 1, . . . , Nj and j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q. (9b)
To show (9) implies that φˆ? is a probably approximately feasible, note that we can write, using (8),
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φˆ?(x), y
)] ≤ 1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
φˆ?(xni), yni
)
+  and (10a)
Pr
(x,y)∼Dj
[
`j
(
φˆ?(x), y
) ≤ bj] = E(x,y)∼Dj[ I [`j(φˆ?(x), y) ≤ bj] ]
≥ 1
Nj
Nj∑
nj=1
I
[
`j
(
φˆ?(xnj ), ynj
) ≤ bj]− , (10b)
each of which hold with probability 1−δ over the samples (xni , yni) as long asNi > Cζ−1(, δ, dH).
Combining (9) and (10) we conclude that, with probability 1− (m+ q)δ, it holds simultaneously that
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φˆ?(x), y
)] ≤ ci +  and
`j
(
φˆ?(x), y
) ≤ cj for all (x, y) ∈ Kj ⊆ X × Y ,
where each Kj is a set of Dj-measure at least 1− .
Hence, ifH is PAC learnable, then there exists N such that, if φˆ? is a solution of (P-ECRM) obtained
using Ni ≥ N samples from each Di, then φˆ? is probably approximately optimal as in (2) and
probably approximately feasible as in (3). 
B Proof of Theorem 2
As we have argued before, we cannot rely on the duality between (PIV) and (D̂-CSL) to obtain this
result because of its non-convexity. Hence, this proof proceeds directly from (P-CSL) by applying
three transformations that yield (D̂-CSL), but whose approximation and estimation errors can be
controlled. First, we obtain the dual problem of (P-CSL) and show that this transformation incurs in no
error. This stems from the convexity of (P-CSL) under Assumptions 1 and 2 and is a straightforward
strong duality result from semi-infinite programming theory (Proposition 1). Second, we approximate
the function classH using the finite dimensional parametrization fθ and bound the approximation
error 0 (Proposition 2). Third, we obtain (D̂-CSL) by replacing the expectations with their empirical
versions. Since the problem is now unconstrained, we can use classical learning theory to evaluate
the estimation error  (Proposition 3). We then combine these results to obtain Theorem 2.
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Explicitly, we begin by defining the Lagrangian of (P-CSL) as
L(φ,µ,λ) = E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)]
+
m∑
i=1
µi
[
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φ(x), y
)]− ci]
+
m+n∑
j=m+1
∫
λj(x, y)
[
`j
(
φ(x), y
)− cj]pDj(x, y)dxdy, (11)
where pDj is the density of Dj , µ ∈ Rm+ collects the dual variables µi relative to the expected
constraints, and λ is an n× 1 vector that collects the functional dual variables λj ∈ L1,+ relative to
the pointwise constraints. By f ∈ L1,+ we mean that f ∈ L1 (absolutely integrable) and f ≥ 0 a.e.
For conciseness, we leave the measure implicit. Observe that, since the losses `j are bounded (As-
sumption 1), the integral in (11) exists and is well-defined. This is a direct consequence of Hölder’s
inequality [76, Thm. 1.5.2]. Additionally, while the result does not require Dj to have a density,
we assume that it is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure to simplify the
derivations. The dual problem of (PV) can then be written as
D? = max
µ∈Rm+ , λj∈L1,+
min
φ∈H
L(φ,µ,λ). (D-CSL)
Assumptions 1–3 imply that (P-CSL) is strongly dual:
Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1–3, the semi-infinite program (P-CSL) and the saddle-point
problem (D-CSL) are strongly dual, i.e., P ? = D?.
Proof. Start by noticing that (P-CSL) can be equivalently formulated as
P ? = min
φ∈H
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)]
subject to E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φ(x), y
)] ≤ ci, i = 1, . . . ,m,
`j
(
φ(x), y
)
pDj(x, y) ≤ cjpDj(x, y), (x, y) ∈ X × Y ,
j = m+ 1, . . . , n.
(PV)
In fact, both problem have the same objective function and feasibility set. Indeed, if D > 0, the
transformation in the pointwise constraints is vacuous. On the other hand, when D vanishes, the
constraint is not enforced in (PV). However, neither is it in (P-CSL) since the pointwise constraint
need not hold on sets of D-measure zero. Note that this is different from satisfying the constraint
with probability D.
From Assumptions 1 and 2 we obtain that (PV) is a semi-infinite convex program. What is more,
Assumption 3 implies it has a strictly feasible solution φ′ = fθ′ . This constraint qualification,
sometimes known as Slater’s condition, implies that is strongly dual, i.e., that P ? = D? [77].
B.1 The approximation gap
While there is no duality gap between (P-CSL) and (D-CSL), the latter remains a variational problem.
The next step is there to approximate the functional space H by P = {fθ | θ ∈ Rp}, the space
induced by the finite dimensional parametrization fθ . Thus, (D-CSL) becomes the finite dimensional
problem
D?ν = max
µ∈Rm+ , λj∈L1,+
min
θ∈Rp
Lν(θ,µ,λ) , L(fθ,µ,λ). (Dν-CSL)
Since P ⊆ H (Assumption 2), it is clear that D?ν ≥ D? = P ?. Yet, if the parametrization is rich
enough, we should expect the gap D?ν − P ? to be small. This intuition is formalized in the following
proposition.
Proposition 2. Let θ? achieve the saddle-point in (Dν-CSL). Under Assumptions 1–3, fθ? is a
feasible, near-optimal solution of (P-CSL). Explicitly,
P ? ≤ D?ν ≤ P ? +
1 + ‖µ˜?‖1 + m+q∑
j=m+1
‖λ˜?j‖L1
Lν, (12)
for P ? and D?ν defined as in (P-CSL) and (Dν-CSL) respectively and where (µ˜
?, λ˜?) are the dual
variables of (P-CSL) with the constraints tightened to ci −Mν for i = 0, . . . ,m+ q.
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Proof. See Appendix B.4.
B.2 The estimation gap
All that remains, is to turn the statistical Lagrangian (11) into the empirical (5). The incurred
estimation error is described in the next proposition.
Proposition 3. Let θˆ? achieve the saddle-point in (D̂-CSL) and for δ > 0, let
ζ(N) =
√
1
N
[
1 + log
(
4(m+ q + 2)(2N)dP
δ
)]
, (13)
where dP is the VC dimension of the parametrized class P . Under Assumptions 1–3, it holds with
probability 1− δ over the samples drawn from the distributions Di that∣∣D?ν − Dˆ?∣∣ ≤ Bζ(N0), (14)
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
fθˆ?(x), y
)] ≤ ci +Bζ(Ni), and (15)
`j
(
fθˆ?(x), y
) ≤ cj for (x, y) ∈ Kj , (16)
where Kj ⊆ X × Y is a set of Dj-measure at least 1− ζ(Nj) for all j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q.
Proof. See appendix B.5.
B.3 The PACC solution
The proof concludes by combining the parametrization and estimation gap results from Propositions 2
and 3. Namely, notice that (15) and (16) imply that the minimizer θˆ? that achieves the saddle-point
in (D̂-CSL) is probably approximately feasible [see (3)] for (P-CSL). Then, combining (12) and (14)
using the triangle inequality yields the near-PACC gap from Def. 3. Fixing N such that Bζ(N) ≤ 
yields the result in Theorem 2. 
B.4 Proof of Proposition 2: The Approximation Gap
We first prove that fθ? is feasible for (P-CSL) and then bound the gap between D?ν and P
?.
Feasibility. Suppose that fθ? is infeasible. Then, there exists at least one i > 0 such
that E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
fθ?(x), y
)]
> ci or `i
(
fθ?(x), y
)
> ci over some set A ⊆ X × Y of posi-
tive Di-measure. Since µ and λ are unbounded above, we obtain that D?ν → +∞. However,
Assumptions 1 and 3 imply that D?ν < +∞. Indeed, consider the dual function
d(µ,λ) = min
θ∈H
Lν(θ,µ,λ)
= min
θ∈H
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
fθ(x), y
)]
+
m∑
i=1
µi
[
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
fθ(x), y
)]− ci]
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
∫
λj(x, y)
[
`j
(
fθ(x), y
)− cj]pDj(x, y)dxdy,
(17)
for the Lagrangian defined in(Dν-CSL). Using the fact that `0 is B-bounded (Assumption 1) and that
there exists a strictly feasible θ′ (Assumption 3), d(µ,λ) is upper bounded by
d(µ,λ) ≤ E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
fθ′(x), y
)]
+
m∑
i=1
µi
[
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
fθ†(x), y
)]− ci]
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
∫
λj(x, y)
[
`j
(
fθ′(x), y
)− cj]pDj(x, y)dxdy < B,
where we used the fact that µi ≥ 0 and λj ≥ 0 Dj-a.e. Hence, it must be that fθ? is feasible
for (P-CSL).
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Near-optimality. First, recall that under Assumptions 1–3, (P-CSL)–(D-CSL) form a strongly dual
pair of mathematical programs (Proposition 1). For the Lagrangian in (11), we therefore obtain the
saddle-point relation
L(φ?,µ′,λ′) ≤ max
µ,λ
min
φ∈H
L(φ,µ,λ) = D? = P ? = min
φ∈H
max
µ,λ
L(φ,µ,λ) ≤ L(φ′,µ?,λ?)
(18)
holds for all φ′ ∈ H, µ′ ∈ Rm+ , and λ′j ∈ L1,+, where φ? is a solution of (P-CSL) and (µ?,λ?) are
solutions of (D-CSL). We omit the spaces that (µ,λ) belong to for conciseness. Additionally, we
have from (Dν-CSL) that
D?ν ≥ min
θ∈Rp
L(θ,µ,λ), for all µ ∈ Rm+ and λj ∈ L1,+. (19)
Immediately, we obtain the lower bound in (12). Explicitly,
D?ν ≥ min
θ∈Rp
L(θ,µ,λ) ≥ min
φ∈H
L(φ,µ?,λ?) = P ?, (20)
where the second inequality comes from the fact that P ⊆ H (Assumption 2).
The upper bound is obtained by relating the parameterized dual problem (Dν-CSL) to a per-
turbed (tightened) version of the original (P-CSL). To do so, start by adding and subtract-
ing L(φ,µ,λ) from (Dν-CSL) to get
D?ν = max
µ,λ
min
θ∈Rp
L(φ,µ,λ) + E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
fθ(x), y
)− `0(φ(x), y)]
+
m∑
i=1
µi E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
fθ(x), y
)− `i(φ(x), y)]
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λj(x, y)
(
`j
(
fθ(x), y
)− `j(φ(x), y))],
(21)
where we wrote the integral against pDj as an expectation for conciseness. Then, using the fact that `i
is M -Lipschitz continuous (Assumption 1), we bound the expectations in the first two terms of (21)
as
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
`i
(
fθ(x), y
)− `i(φ(x), y)] ≤ E(x,y)∼Dj[∣∣`i(fθ(x), y)− `i(φ(x), y)∣∣]
≤M E(x,y)∼Dj
[∣∣fθ(x)− φ(x)∣∣], for i = 0, . . . ,m.
(22)
To bound the last expectation in (21), we first use Hölder’s inequality to get
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λj(x, y)
(
`j
(
fθ(x), y
)− `j(φ(x), y))] ≤
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λj(x, y)
] ∥∥`j(fθ(x), y)− `j(φ(x), y)∥∥L∞ ,
where we recall that ‖g‖L∞ is the essential supremum of |g|. Then, the M -Lipschitz continuity
of `j (Assumption 1) implies that
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λj(x, y)
(
`j
(
fθ(x), y
)− `j(φ(x), y))] ≤
M ‖fθ(x)− φ(x)‖L∞ E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λj(x, y)
]
. (23)
Using (22) and (23), together with the approximation property of the class H (Assumption 2), we
upper bound the minimum over θ in (21) to obtain
D?ν ≤ max
µ,λ
L(φ,µ,λ) +
1 + m∑
i=1
µi +
m+q∑
j=m+1
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λj(x, y)
]Mν. (24)
Notice that since (24) holds uniformly for all φ ∈ H, it also holds for the minimizer
D?ν ≤ min
φ∈H
max
µ,λ
L(φ,µ,λ) +
1 + m∑
i=1
µi +
m+n∑
j=m+1
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λj(x, y)
]Mν , P˜ ? (25)
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and that the right-hand side of (25), namely P˜ ?, is in fact a perturbed version of (P-CSL). Hence, we
obtain another saddle-point relation similar to (18) relating P˜ ?, and consequently D?ν , to P
?.
Formally, (25) can be rearranged as
P˜ ? = min
φ∈H
max
µ,λ
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)
+Mν
]
+
m∑
i=1
µi
[
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φ(x), y
)]− ci +Mν]
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
∫
λj(x, y)
[
`j
(
φ(x), y
)− cj +Mν]pDj(x, y)dxdy,
(26)
where we recognize the optimization problem of
P˜ ? = min
φ∈H
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)]
+Mν
subject to E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φ(x), y
)] ≤ ci −Mν, i = 1, . . . ,m,
`j
(
φ(x), y
) ≤ cj −Mν Dj-a.e., j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q.
(PVI)
Under Assumptions 1–3, (PVI) is also strongly dual (Proposition 1), so that
P˜ ? = min
φ∈H
L(φ, µ˜?, λ˜?) +
1 + m∑
i=1
µ˜?i +
m+n∑
j=m+1
E(x,y)∼Dj
[
λ˜?j (x, y)
]Mν, (27)
where (µ˜?, λ˜?) are the dual variables of (PVI), i.e., the (µ,λ) that achieve
D˜? = max
µ,λ
min
φ∈H
E(x,y)∼D0
[
`0
(
φ(x), y
)
+Mν
]
+
m∑
i=1
µi
[
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
φ(x), y
)]− ci +Mν]
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
∫
λj(x, y)
[
`j
(
φ(x), y
)− cj +Mν]pDj(x, y)dxdy.
(28)
Going back to (25) we can now conclude the proof. First, use (27) to obtain
D?ν ≤ P˜ ? ≤ L(φ?, µ˜?, λ˜?) +
1 + ‖µ˜?‖1 + m+q∑
j=m+1
∥∥∥λ˜?j∥∥∥
L1
Lν, (29)
where we used φ?, the solution of (P-CSL), as a suboptimal solution in (27) and exploited the fact
that the dual variables are non-negative to write their sum (integral) as an `1-norm (L1-norm). The
saddle point relation (18) gives L(φ?, µ˜?, λ˜?) ≤ P ?, from which we obtain the desired upper bound
in (12). 
B.5 Proof of Proposition 3: The Estimation Gap
Feasibility. The proof follows by first showing that θˆ? must be feasible for the parametrized
ECRM (PIV) using the same argument as in Sec. (B.4). We then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Formally, suppose there exists at least one i > 0 such that
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθˆ?(xni), yni
)
> ci or `i
(
fθˆ?(xni), yni
)
> ci for some ni.
Then, since µ and λj are unbounded above, we obtain that Dˆ? → +∞. However, Assumptions 1
and 3 imply that Dˆ? < +∞. Indeed, consider the empirical dual function
dˆ(µ,λj) = min
θ∈Rp
Lˆ(θ,µ,λj). (30)
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Using the fact that `0 is B-bounded (Assumption 1) and that there exists a strictly feasible θ† (As-
sumption 3), dˆ(µ,λ) < B. Hence, it must be that
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθˆ?(xni), yni
) ≤ ci, for i = 1, . . . ,m, and (31a)
`j
(
fθˆ?(xnj ), ynj
) ≤ cj , for all nj and j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q. (31b)
We now proceed to use the classic VC bound [19, Sec. 3.4] to show that fθˆ? is a probably approxi-
mately feasible solution of (P-CSL). To do so, recall from (8) that since the `i are bounded (Assump-
tion 1) and P has finite VC dimension dP , we obtain that
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
fθ(x), y
)] ≤ 1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(xni), yni
)
+Bζ(Ni) and (32a)
Pr
(x,y)∼Dj
[
`j
(
fθ(x), y
) ≤ bj] = E(x,y)∼Dj[ I [`j(fθ(x), y) ≤ bj] ]
≥ 1
Nj
Nj∑
nj=1
I
[
`j
(
fθ(xnj ), ynj
) ≤ bj]− ζ(Nj) (32b)
hold with probability 1− δ over the datasets {(xni), yni)}i for ζ as in (13). Combining (31) and (32)
and using the union bound, we conclude that, with probability 1− (m+ q)δ,
E(x,y)∼Di
[
`i
(
fθˆ?(x), y
)] ≤ bi +Bζ(Ni) and
`j
(
fθˆ?(x), y
) ≤ bj for all (x, y) ∈ Kj ⊆ X × Y ,
where Kj is a set of Dj-measure at least 1− ζ(Nj).
Near-optimality. Let (θ?ν ,µ?ν ,λ?ν) and (θˆ?, µˆ?, λˆ?) be variables that achieve D?ν in (Dν-CSL)
and Dˆ? in (D̂-CSL) respectively. Then, it holds that
µ?ν,j
(
E [`i(f(θ?ν ,x), y)]− cj
)
= 0, (33a)
λ?ν,j(x, y)
(
`j(f(θ
?
ν ,x), y)− cj
)
= 0, Dj-a.e., (33b)
µˆi
(
1
N
N∑
n=1
`i(f(θˆ
?,xn), yn)− ci
)
= 0, and (33c)
λˆj,nj
(
`i(f(θˆ
?,xn), yn)− cj
)
= 0, (33d)
known as complementary slackness conditions. While these are part of the classical KKT condi-
tions [66, Sec. 5.5.3], it should be noted that the non-convex nature of both (Dν-CSL) and (D̂-CSL)
implies that these are only necessary and not sufficient for optimality. Nevertheless, feasibility is
enough to establish (33).
Indeed, recall from Proposition 2 and (31) that the constraint slacks in parentheses in (33) are non-
positive. Hence, the left-hand sides in (33) are also non-positive and if (33a) does not hold for some i
or if (33b) does not hold for some j and a set Zj of positive Dj measure, then letting µ?ν,i = 0 or
making λj(x, y) vanish over Zj would increase the value of D?ν , contradicting its optimality. Note
that since Zj is measurable, the modified λj would still be measurable. A similar argument applies
to (33c) and (33d).
Immediately, (33) implies that both (Dν-CSL) and (D̂-CSL) reduce to
D?ν = E [`0 (f(θ?ν ,x), y)] , F0(θ?ν) and (34a)
Dˆ? =
1
N0
N0∑
n0=1
`0
(
f(θˆ?,xn0), yn0
)
, Fˆ0(θˆ?). (34b)
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To proceed, use the optimality of θ?ν and θ for F0 and Fˆ0 respectively to write
F0(θ
?
ν)− Fˆ0(θ?ν) ≤ F0(θ?ν)− Fˆ0(θˆ?) ≤ F0(θˆ?)− Fˆ0(θˆ?).
Then, (34) yields the bound∣∣∣D?ν − Dˆ?∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣F0(θ?ν)− Fˆ0(θˆ?)∣∣∣ ≤ max{∣∣∣F0(θ?ν)− Fˆ0(θ?ν)∣∣∣, ∣∣∣F0(θˆ?)− Fˆ0(θˆ?)∣∣∣} (35)
and applying the VC generalization bound from [19, Sec. 3.4] to (35), yields that, uniformly over θ,∣∣∣F0(θ)− Fˆ0(θ)∣∣∣ ≤ Bζ(N0), (36)
with probability 1− δ and for ζ as in (4). Combining (35) and (36) concludes the proof. 
C Proof of Theorem 3
In this appendix, we prove the following quantitative version of Theorem 3:
Theorem 4. Fix β > 0 and consider Algorithm 1 with at least Cζ−1(, δ, dP) samples from eachDj ,
where C is an absolute constant, ζ−1 is as in (4), and dP is the VC dimension of P . Under
Assumptions 1–4, Algorithm 1 converges to a probably approximately feasible solution and
P ? − ρ− η
2
S − β −  ≤ Lˆ
(
θ(T ),µ(T ),λ(T )
)
≤ P ? + ρ+ 0 +  (37)
with probability 1− δ after T steps for 0 as in (6),
S =
m∑
i=1
(B − ci)2 +
m+q∑
j=m+1
1
Nj
(B − cj)2, (38)
and
T ≤ U0
2ηβ
+ 1,
where U0 is the distance to a pair of optimal dual variables at the beginning of the algorithm, namely,
U0 = ‖µ?‖2 +
m+q∑
j=m+1
∥∥λ?j∥∥2 (39)
for (µ?,λ?j ) solutions of (D̂-CSL).
Near-optimality. We proceed by proving that
Dˆ? − ρ− η
2
S − β ≤ Lˆ
(
θ(T ),µ(T ),λ(T )
)
≤ Dˆ? + ρ, (40)
from which we obtain (37) by recalling that Dˆ? is near-PACC (Theorem 2). More precisely, by using
Propositions 2 and 3.
Start by defining the empirical dual function
dˆ(µ,λj) , min
θ
Lˆ(θ,µ,λj). (41)
The upper bound in (40) then holds trivially from the fact that dˆ(µ,λj) ≤ Dˆ? for all (µ,λj). Then,
from the characteristics of the approximate minimizer θ(t) = θ†(µ(t),λ(t)) in Assumption 4 we
obtain that
Lˆ
(
θ(t),µ(t),λ(t)
)
≤ Dˆ? + ρ, for all t ≥ 0. (42)
For the lower bound, we rely on the following relaxation of Dankin’s classical theorem [51, Ch. 3]:
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Lemma 1. Let θ† be the approximate minimizer of the empirical Lagrangian (5) at (µ,λj) from
Assumption 4. Then, the constraint slacks are approximate subgradients of the dual function (41), i.e.,
dˆ(µ,λj) ≥ dˆ(µ′,λ′j) +
m∑
i=1
(µi − µ′i)
[
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ†(xni), yni
)− ci]
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
 1
Nj
Nj∑
nj=1
(
λj,nj − λ′j,nj
) (
`j
(
fθ†(xnj ), ynj
)− cj)
− ρ (43)
for all (µ′,λ′j).
Proof. From Assumption 4, we obtain that
d(µ′,λ′j) ≤ d(µ′,λ′j) + d(µ,λj)− Lˆ
(
θ†(µ,λj),µ,λj
)
+ ρ. (44)
Additionally, we can upper bound (44) by replacing the optimal minimizer in d(µ′,λ′j) by any θ. In
particular, we can choose θ†(µ,λj) to get
d(µ′,λ′j) ≤ Lˆ
(
θ†(µ,λj),µ′,λ′j
)
+ d(µ,λj)− Lˆ
(
θ†(µ,λj),µ,λj
)
+ ρ. (45)
Notice from (5) that the first term of the Lagrangians in (45) are identical. By expanding them, (45)
can then be rearranged as in (43).
To proceed, let (µ?,λ?j ) be solutions of the dual problem (D̂-CSL). We show next that for at
least T = O(1/β), the total distance
Ut =
∥∥∥µ(t) − µ?∥∥∥2 + m+q∑
j=m+1
∥∥∥λ(t)j − λ?∥∥∥2 (46)
decreases by at least O(β). To do so, use the updates from Algorithm 1 to write (46) as
Ut =
m∑
i=1
{[
µ
(t−1)
i + η
(
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(t−1)(xni), yni
)− ci)]
+
− µ?i
}2
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
Nj∑
nj=1
{[
λ
(t−1)
j,nj
+
η
Nj
(
`j
(
fθ(t−1)(xnj ), ynj
)− cj)]
+
− λ?j,nj
}2
.
Since both µ? and λ? belong to the non-negative orthant, we can then use the non-expansiveness of
the projection [·]+ [18] to obtain
Ut =
m∑
i=1
[
µ
(t−1)
i + η
(
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(t−1)(xni), yni
)− ci)− µ?i
]2
+
m+q∑
j=m+1
Nj∑
nj=1
[
λ
(t−1)
j,nj
+
η
Nj
(
`j
(
fθ(t−1)(xnj ), ynj
)− cj)− λ?j,nj]2. (47)
By expanding the norms in (47), we get that
Ut ≤ Ut−1 + 2η
[∑
i
(
µ
(t−1)
i − µ?i
)( 1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(t−1)(xni), yni
)− ci)
+
∑
j
Nj∑
nj=1
1
Nj
(
λ
(t−1)
j,nj
− λ?j,nj
)(
`j
(
fθ(t−1)(xnj ), ynj
)− cj)]
+η2
[
m∑
i=1
[
1
Ni
Ni∑
ni=1
`i
(
fθ(t−1)(xni), yni
)−ci]2+ m+q∑
j=m+1
Nj∑
nj=1
1
N2j
[
`j
(
fθ(t−1)(xnj ), ynj
)−cj]2].
(48)
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Using the fact that the `i are bounded (Assumption 1), the last term in (48) is upper bounded by
S =
m∑
i=1
(B − ci)2 +
m+q∑
j=m+1
1
Nj
(B − cj)2 = O
(
B2
)
.
What is more, Lemma 1 can be used to bound the second term in (48) and write
Ut ≤ Ut−1 + 2η
[
dˆ
(
µ(t−1),λ(t−1)j
)
− Dˆ? + ρ
]
+ η2S,
where we used the fact that Dˆ? = dˆ
(
µ?,λ?j
)
. Solving the recursion then yields
Ut ≤ U0 + 2η
t−1∑
t=0
∆t, (49)
for
∆t = dˆ
(
µ(t−1),λ(t−1)j
)
− Dˆ? + ρ+ η
2
S. (50)
To conclude, notice that dˆ(µ,λj) ≤ Dˆ? for all (µ,λj). Hence, when µ(t) and λ(t)j are sufficiently
far from the optimum and the step size η is sufficiently small, we have ∆t ≤ 0 and (49) shows that
the distance to the optimum Ut decreases. Formally, fix a precision β > 0 and let T = min{t | ∆t >
−β}. Then, from the definition of ∆t we obtain the desired lower bound
∆T > −β ⇔ dˆ
(
µ(t−1),λ(t−1)j
)
> Dˆ? − ρ− η
2
S − β
What is more, (49) yields
T ≤ U0
2ηβ
+ 1 = O
(
β−1
)
.

D Numerical experiments: additional details
D.1 Invariance and fair learning
We begin with our analysis of the Adult dataset [68], in which our goal is to predict whether an
individual makes more than US$ 50,000.00 while being insensitive to gender. The transformations
performed on the data are listed in Table D.1. We use a neural network with two outputs and a
single hidden-layer with 64 nodes using a sigmoidal activation function. The output is encoded into a
probability using a softmax transformation (fθ : X → [0, 1]2). Using this parametrization, we then
pose the constrained learning problem
minimize
θ∈Rp
E
[
`0
(
fθ(x), y
)]
subject to DKL
(
fθ(x, z) ‖ fθ(x, 1− z)
) ≤ c, (PVII)
where z is the variable gender (encoded 0 for female and 1 for male) and `0 is the negative logistic
log-likelihood, i.e.,− log
(
[fθ(x)]y
)
. To solve (PVII), we use ADAM [78] for step 3 of Algorithm 1,
with batch size 128 and learning rate 0.1. All other parameters were kept as in the original paper.
After each epoch, we update the dual variables (step 4), also using ADAM with a step size of 0.01.
We take c = 10−3. Both classifiers were trained over 300 epochs.
Without the constraint in (PVII), the resulting classifier is quite sensitive to gender: its prediction
would changes for approximately 8% of the test samples if their gender were reversed (Figure ??).
With the pointwise constraint, the classifier becomes insensitive to the protected variable in 99.9% of
the test set, which is on the order of 1/
√
N ≈ 0.008. While the less strict ACE can also be imposed,
it leads to slightly more sensitive classifiers (for c = 5 × 10−4, the classifier changes prediction
in 0.2% of the test set).
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Table 1: Preprocessing of the Adult dataset
Variable names Transformation
fnlwgt Dropped
educational-num Dropped
relationship Dropped
capital-gain Dropped
capital-loss Dropped
education Grouped the levels Preschool, 1st-4th, 5th-6th, 7th-8th, 9th, 10th, 11th,
12th
race Grouped the levels Other and Amer-Indian-Eskimo
marital-status Grouped the levels Married-civ-spouse, Married-AF-spouse, Married-
spouse-absent
marital-status Grouped the levels Divorced, Separated
race Grouped the levels Other and Amer-Indian-Eskimo
native-country Grouped the levels Columbia, Cuba, Guatemala, Haiti, Ecuador, El-
Salvador, Dominican-Republic, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Peru,
Trinadad&Tobago
native-country Grouped the levels England, France, Germany, Greece, Holand-
Netherlands, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Portugal, Scotland, Poland, Yu-
goslavia
native-country Grouped the levels Cambodia, Laos, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam
native-country Grouped the levels China, Hong, Taiwan
native-country Grouped the levels United-States, Outlying-US(Guam-USVI-etc),
Puerto-Rico
age Binned by quantiles (6 bins)
hours-per-week Binned levels into less than 40 and more than 40
Male → Female Female → Male
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Figure 1: Classifier sensitivity on the Adult test set.
As we mention in the main text, due to the bound on the duality gap, the dual variables of (PVII)
obtained in Algorithm 1 have a sensitivity interpretation: the larger their value, the harder the
constraint is to satisfy [18]. Almost 96% of the dual variables are zero after convergence, meaning
that the constraint was tight for only 4% of the individuals. In Figure 2a, we show the distribution
of λ > 0 over the Adult training set. If we analyze the group with the largest dual variables (the 80%
percentile to be exact), we find a significantly higher prevalence of married individuals, non-white,
non-US natives, and with a Masters degree (Figure 2b). Clearly, while attempting to control for
gender invariance, the constrained learner also had to overcome other prejudices correlated to sexism
in the dataset.
This situation even clearer in the COMPAS dataset. Here, the goal is to predict recidivism based
on an individual’s past offense data (see Table D.1 for details on the data processing). We use the
same neural network as before trained over 400 iterations using a similar procedure, but with batch
size 256, primal learning rate 0.1, and dual variables learning rate 2 (halved every 50 iterations).
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Figure 2: Dual variable analysis for Adult dataset: (a) distribution of the dual variables values and
(b) prevalence of different groups among the 20% training set examples with largest dual variables.
Table 2: Preprocessing of the COMPAS dataset
Variable names Transformation
age_cat Dropped
is_recid Dropped
is_violent_recid Dropped
score_text Dropped
v_score_text Dropped
decile_score Dropped
v_decile_score Dropped
race Grouped the levels Other, Asian, Native American
age Binned by quantiles (5 bins)
priors_count Binned levels into 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and more than 4
juv_misd_count Binned levels into 0, 1, and more than 1
juv_other_count Binned levels into 0, 1, and more than 1
Unconstrained, it reaches an accuracy of almost 70%, but is sensitive to both gender, race, and
gender × race (Table D.2). By including ACE constraints on these counterfactuals, we obtain a
classifier that is now invariant to these variables.
Once again, the value of the dual variables capture insights into the different forms of biases existing
in the dataset (Figure 3). If we do not include constraints on the cross-term counterfactuals, then
the hardest constraint to satisfy is the gender-invariant one. Invariance to the Caucasian-Hispanic
and Hispanic:Other counterfactuals is effectively “implied” by the other constraints, since their dual
variables vanish. If we include all 13 counterfactuals, i.e., add the cross-terms between gender and
race, then the cross-terms dominate the satisfaction difficulty, with the Male/Female × African-
American/Caucasian dichotomy dominating over all others. What is interesting, however, is that
the dual variable for the African-American/Caucasian counterfactual does not vanish, indicating
the existence of a gender-independent race bias in the dataset. This does not occur with other
combinations of the race factor. This type of combinatorial (gerrymandering) fairness is a serious
challenge in fair classification [27].
D.2 Robust learning
Although adversarial training has been successfully used to train robust ML models, it often leads to
solutions with poor nominal performance, i.e., poor performance on original, clean data [30, 31, 44,
52, 53, 55]. To overcome this issue, [32] poses a constrained learning that explicitly trades-off nominal
performance and performance against a worst-case perturbation. They propose an algorithm that
optimizes over an upper bound of this robust constraint, leading to solutions that are simultaneously
accurate on clean data and robust against input perturbations. Here, we follow a similar lead, but
pose the problem as in (PIII) for a given adversarial distribution A instead of optimizing of the worst
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Table 3: Classifier insensitivity on the COMPAS dataset
Counterfactual Unc. (Acc: 69.4%) ACE (Acc: 67.9%)
Male↔ Female 21.4% 0%
African-American↔ Caucasian 10.86% 0%
African-American↔ Hispanic 14.32% 0.02%
African-American↔ Other 11.38% 0%
Caucasian↔ Hispanic 9.11% 0%
Caucasian↔ Other 6.54% 0%
Hispanic↔ Other 3.08% 0%
Male↔ Female + African-American↔ Caucasian 28.84% 0.02%
Male↔ Female + African-American↔ Hispanic 27.47% 0%
Male↔ Female + African-American↔ Other 29.17% 0%
Male↔ Female + Caucasian↔ Hispanic 22.71% 0%
Male↔ Female + Caucasian↔ Other 24.27% 0%
Male↔ Female + Hispanic↔ Other 21.15% 0%
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Figure 3: Dual variables of different counterfactual constraints for the COMPAS dataset.
possible one. This distribution can then be tailored to provide a smooth performance degradation
instead of a worst-case robustness one.
To be concrete, consider the problem of training a ResNet18 [70] to classify images from the FMNIST
dataset [71]. We reserve 100 images from each class sampled at random for validation. When trained
without constraints over 100 epochs using the ADAM optimizer with the settings in [78] and batches
of 128 images, it reaches it best accuracy over the validation set after 67 epochs. The nominal accuracy
of this solution (over the test set) is 93.5%. However, when the input is attacked using PGD [30], it
fails to classify any of the test images for perturbation magnitudes as low as ε = 0.04 (Figure 4a). In
what follows, ε indicates the maximum pixel modification allowed (`∞-norm of the perturbation)
and we run the PGD attack using a step size of ε/30 for 50 iterations and display the worst result
over 10 restarts, unless stated otherwise.
A first attempt is then to use PGD with ε = 0.04 to sample from a hypothetical adversarial distribution
and constrain its performance against that distribution as in (PIII). Though the adversarial distribution
is now dependent on the model φ, by using a smaller learning rate for the dual variables, φ can be
considered almost static for the dual update and we have observed no instability issues in practice.
To accelerate training, we use a much weaker attack running PGD without restarts for only 5
steps with step size ε/3. Notice from Figure 4a that when training against ε = 0.04 (c = 0.4), the
resulting classifier trades-off nominal performance (now 88%) for adversarial performance (now 85%).
However, as the strength of the attack increases, the performance of the classifier deteriorates abruptly:
for ε = 0.08, it is down to 9%. Increasing the training adversarial strength to ε = 0.1 (c = 0.7) yields
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Figure 4: Robust constrained learning (FMNIST): (a) Accuracy of classifiers under the PGD attack
for different perturbation magnitudes and (b) distribution of ε used during training.
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Figure 5: Robust constrained learning (CIFAR-10): (a) Accuracy of classifiers under the PGD attack
for different perturbation magnitudes and (b) distribution of ε used during training.
a more robust classifier, albeit at the cost of a lower nominal accuracy (84.6%). Still, the performance
degradation remains quite abrupt.
This issue can be fixed by training against using a hierarchical adversarial distribution. Explicitly, we
build the adversarial distribution A as
Pr (A) = Pr (A | ε) Pr (ε) , (51)
where Pr (A | ε) is induced by an adversarial attack of magnitude at most ε (in our case, PGD)
and Pr (ε) denotes a prior distribution on the magnitude of the attacks. In Figure 4a we take ε ∼
0.25 × Beta(3, 8) (Figure 4b). Notice that even though the mean value of the perturbation is
approximately 0.07, the resulting classifier has a nominal performance close to 87% and retains
a 67% accuracy for perturbations of magnitude up to 0.12.
Similar results are obtained when training a ResNet18 [70] to classify images in the CIFAR-10
dataset. The training was performed as above, once again reserving 100 random images from each
class sampled for validation. The unconstrained classifier trained over 100 epochs reached it best
accuracy over the validation set after 82 epochs, which corresponds to a nominal test accuracy
of 85.4%. However, when the input is attacked using PGD [30], the accuracy falls to 5% already
for ε = 0.01 (Figure 5a). When using the fixed ε training method described above, we once again
observe a trade-off between nominal accuracy and robustness. This can, however, be improved using
the hierarchical training technique from (51). Taking ε ∼ 0.1× Beta(3, 10), such that E [ε] = 0.02,
we obtain the same nominal accuracy as for the fixed-ε, but improve the robustness for higher
perturbation values.
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